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Abstract

On 7 January 2014, a solar storm erupted, which eventually compressed the Earth’s magnetosphere leading to the generation

of chorus waves. These waves enhanced local wave-particle interactions and led to the precipitation of electrons from 10s eV to

100s keV. This paper shows observations of a low energy cutoff in the precipitation spectrum from Van Allen Probe B Helium

Oxygen Proton Electron (HOPE) measurements. This low energy cutoff is well replicated by the predicted loss calculated from

pitch angle diffusion coefficients from wave and plasma observations on Probe B. To our knowledge, this is the first time a

single spacecraft has been used to demonstrate an accurate theoretical prediction for chorus wave-induced precipitation and its

low energy cutoff. The specific properties of the precipitating soft electron spectrum have implications for ionospheric activity,

with the lowest energies mainly contributing to thermospheric and ionospheric upwelling, which influences satellite drag and

ionospheric outflow.
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Key Points:8

• Upper Band Chorus waves can have a minimum resonant energy in the 10s eV en-9

ergy range.10

• Changes in the minimum resonant energy can change the cut off for what lower11

energy particles will be lost.12

• The lower energy cut off can be observed in the Van Allen Probes HOPE data.13
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Abstract14

On 7 January 2014, a solar storm erupted, which eventually compressed the Earth’s mag-15

netosphere leading to the generation of chorus waves. These waves enhanced local wave-16

particle interactions and led to the precipitation of electrons from 10s eV to 100s keV.17

This paper shows observations of a low energy cutoff in the precipitation spectrum from18

Van Allen Probe B Helium Oxygen Proton Electron (HOPE) measurements. This low19

energy cutoff is well replicated by the predicted loss calculated from pitch angle diffu-20

sion coefficients from wave and plasma observations on Probe B. To our knowledge, this21

is the first time a single spacecraft has been used to demonstrate an accurate theoret-22

ical prediction for chorus wave-induced precipitation and its low energy cutoff. The spe-23

cific properties of the precipitating soft electron spectrum have implications for ionospheric24

activity, with the lowest energies mainly contributing to thermospheric and ionospheric25

upwelling, which influences satellite drag and ionospheric outflow.26

Plain Language Summary27

On 7 January 2014, a large storm erupted from the Sun. This storm encountered28

the Earth and compressed the magnetosphere a few days later. The compression of the29

magnetosphere led to the creation of chorus waves, a wave-type known to interact only30

with electrons with specific energies. In this case, the waves interacted with electrons31

in the magnetosphere’s outer radiation belt. They caused the loss of electrons from 10s32

eV to 100s keV into the ionosphere and upper atmosphere. This paper uses theory to33

determine which energies we expect will interact with the observed chorus wave. We use34

the HOPE instrument from the Van Allen Probes to see if our predictions are correct.35

We care about these processes because the loss of these electrons can affect ionospheric36

activity.37

1 Introduction38

Upper band chorus waves have a minimum resonant energy typically found in the39

energy range of 10s - 100s eV and are known to lead to the loss of these electrons to the40

upper atmosphere (e.g., Meredith et al., 2003; Summers et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2008; Z. Su41

et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011). The precipitation of electrons just above this cutoff energy42

into the upper atmosphere may help drive both neutral thermospheric upwelling, which43

influences satellite drag (e.g., Clemmons et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2012; Deng et al., 2011),44

and ion upflow that may lead to outflow (e.g., Y.-J. Su et al., 1999; Zeng & Horwitz, 2007;45

Redmon et al., 2014, and references within these papers). Seo et al. (1997) showed cor-46

relations between up-flows and electron precipitation for energies less than 80 eV observed47

by the DE 2 satellite at 850 - 950 km altitude. (Redmon et al., 2014) demonstrated us-48

ing single field-line modelling that 50 eV precipitation is more effective than higher en-49

ergies at producing O+ upflow at 850 km altitude. The effective precipitation energies50

for thermospheric upwelling are only slightly higher, with results from Clemmons et al.51

(2008) and Zhang et al. (2012) indicating that precipitation energies of 100 eV and 20052

eV act to increase thermospheric density at 400 km. The upflow ion populations pro-53

vide the source population for ion outflow into the magnetosphere. The outflow, in turn,54

can affect reconnection rates, sawtooth events, electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave growth,55

and other geomagnetic processes (e.g., Baker et al., 1982; Daglis et al., 1999; Ouellette56

et al., 2013; Garcia-Sage et al., 2015; Halford, Fraser, et al., 2016, and references within57

these papers). Indeed, Gkioulidou et al. (2019) found evidence of ion outflow directly58

into the inner magnetosphere, leading to the possible formation of the O+ torus just out-59

side of the plasmapause (e.g., Nosé et al., 2015, and references therein). Ion outflow may60

require the presence of multiple energization processes working in concert (e.g., Zeng &61

Horwitz, 2007) where the chorus wave-induced precipitation presented here indicates one62

potential contributing mechanism.63
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On 7 January 2014, a coronal mass ejection (CME) erupted off of the Sun, and the64

edge of the ICME arrived at the Earth on 9 January at 20:10:30 UT (e.g., Möstl et al.,65

2015; Mays et al., 2015; Halford et al., 2015; Halford, McGregor, et al., 2016). The in-66

terplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz component was positive or near zero for the ma-67

jority of the event (Figure 2 in Halford et al., 2015), and therefore did not trigger a ge-68

omagnetic storm or substorm in the Earth’s magnetosphere (Mays et al., 2015; Halford69

et al., 2015). However, this encounter did significantly compress the magnetopause in-70

wards by 1 Earth radii (RE) as determined by Halford et al. (2015). Three Balloon Ar-71

ray for Radiation belt Relativistic Electron Loss (BARREL) payloads (2K, 2L, and 2X)72

X-ray detectors inferred loss of 10s - 100s keV radiation belt electrons. They mapped73

to the dayside inner magnetosphere and were near conjugate to both of the Van Allen74

Probes (see Figure 4 Halford et al., 2015). Halford et al. (2015) discussed the loss of 100s75

keV electrons from the magnetopause compression and observed chorus, hiss, and elec-76

tromagnetic ion cyclotron waves. The loss of these particles due to the compression de-77

scribed in detail in Halford et al. (2015) is summarised in the following steps: First, compression-78

driven ExB drift motion pushed particles inward by approximately 1 RE within 2 min-79

utes. This inward motion, assuming conservation of the first and second adiabatic in-80

variants, increased the particles’ pitch angles, but also moved them into a region with81

a larger loss cone (e.g. Rae et al., 2018). As discussed in Halford et al. (2015), the amount82

of loss cone increase exceeded the increase in pitch angle, resulting in a loss of particles83

within 0.5◦ of the initial ∼ 3◦ loss cone. The chorus wave is then observed to grow and84

further interacts with the particles and pitch angle scatters them into the loss cone. While85

BARREL was limited in the energy range of electron precipitation that could be inferred,86

the observed wave was theoretically able to interact with energies in the 10s of eV range.87

In this paper, we examine the effect of the upper band chorus on lower-energy elec-88

trons. The observed chorus wave on January 9th 2014 can precipitate electrons down89

to much lower energies of 10s of eV, Figure 1 (e.g., Z. Su et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Hal-90

ford et al., 2015), well below the minimum energy threshold observable by BARREL, but91

within the observational range of the HOPE instrument. Although this event did not92

result in a geomagnetic storm or a significant change in the trapped population of the93

radiation belts, it has allowed for a close examination of the wave-particle dynamics which94

occur during geomagnetic compressions, and a comparison of the relative loss due to the95

triggered plasma waves and the large-scale electric field impulse. In this paper, we will96

focus on the expected and observed interactions between the chorus waves and the 10s97

to 100s of eV electrons at the location of Van Allen Probe B.98

2 Data99

The two Van Allen Probes satellites are in ∼9 hour near-equatorial elliptical or-100

bits with an apogee near L = 6 (Mauk et al., 2012). During the event considered here,101

Van Allen Probe B was at an L-value of approximately 5.8, an MLT value of 13.2, and102

a magnetic latitude of approximately 1 deg off the magnetic equator. As the event stud-103

ied in this paper only lasted approximately 10 minutes, the satellite is relatively station-104

ary. Each of the Van Allen Probe satellites were equipped with instruments allowing for105

observations of waves and particles across multiple orders of magnitude in amplitude and106

energy. For this study, we will use data from the Electric and Magnetic Fields Instru-107

ment Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) wave instrument (Kletzing et al., 2013),108

as well as the Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron (HOPE) mass spectrometer (Funsten109

et al., 2013) from the Energetic Particle Composition and Thermal Plasma Suite (ECT;110

(Spence et al., 2013)). The HOPE instrument covers an electron energy range of ∼10111

eV - 50 keV.112
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3 Results113

Using the observed wave and plasma characteristics given in Halford et al. (2015)114

we can solve for the minimum resonant energy, Emin, given in equation 16 in Summers115

et al. (2007) as116

Emin =

[
1−

(v||)
2

c2

]−1/2
− 1. (1)

where c is the speed of light and v|| is the particle’s parallel velocity. The expected pitch117

angle diffusion (Dα,α) can be written as118

Dα,α =
πΩ2

σ

2ρ|Ωe|
1

(E + 1)2

∑
s

∑
j

R
(
1− xjcosα

yjβ

)2|δxj/δyj |
δx|(βcosα− δxj/δyj |

e−
(
xj−xm
δx

)2
(2)

for specific energies as described in Summers et al. (2007) and given in equations 5 and119

30 of their paper. Within equation 2 E is the dimensionless particle kinetic energy E =120

(1−v2/c2)−1/2−1 where v is the particle’s velocity, β = v/c, Ωe is the non-relativistic121

electron gyro-frequency, Ωσ is the non-relativistic particle gyro-frequency, R is relative122

wave power, x = ω/|Ωe|, y = ck/|Ωe| where k is the wave number, xm = ωm/|Ωe|,123

and δx = δω/|Ωe|. The particle species is j and s is the wave mode, 1 for R-mode waves.124

δxj/δyj is further defined in Summers et al. (2007) and is taken from the appropriate125

dispersion relation. We can then compare our estimates of the energy and pitch angle126

of the particles affected to the observations from the HOPE instrument on Van Allen127

Probe B.128

In Halford et al. (2015) Dα,αs were calculated for electron energies of 10s - 100s of129

keV shown in their Figure 8. In this paper, we consider the wave-particle interactions130

for the low energy electrons (10 - 100s eV) where the minimum resonance energy is found.131

We calculate the Dα,α for a given HOPE energy channel and compare the expected re-132

sults to the observed pitch angle distributions for the proper HOPE energy bin.133

As the shock arrives, the plasmasphere is observed to move earthward of the satel-134

lite, and the chorus wave is observed at Van Allen Probe B as discussed and shown in135

Halford et al. (2015). As Van Allen Probe A stayed within the plasmasphere/plasmaplume,136

it did not observe a chorus wave but instead saw a Hiss wave as discussed in Halford et137

al. (2015). Figure 1 panel a) shows the observations of the chorus wave on Van Allen Probe138

B located at L ∼ 5.8. As the wave was generated locally the wave was observed to be139

approximately normal with the magnetic field. The minimum resonant energy for a cho-140

rus wave depends greatly on the local plasma conditions and wave frequency (Summers141

et al., 2007; Z. Su et al., 2010). The average wave and plasma conditions throughout the142

duration of the wave used to calculate Dα,α from equation 2 are a wave amplitude of 2.5×143

10−2 nT, a background magnetic field of 167 nT, a cold plasma density of 12 cm−3, a144

centre frequency of ∼ 0.56Ωe, and a bandwidth of ∼ 0.1Ωe. From Equation 1, these145

values lead to average minimum resonance energy from the chorus wave of ∼ 26 eV. How-146

ever, it should be noted that the diffusion time scales for energies up to 40 eV are shorter147

than the observed duration of the wave. Thus we do not expect to observe any signif-148

icant changes in the pitch angle distributions at these lowest energies as can be seen in149

Figure 1 panels b and c.150

In panels b,d,f, and h both the expected local (solid line) and bounce averaged (dot-151

ted line) pitch angle diffusion coefficients are plotted for the HOPE energy bins centred152

around approximately 33 eV, 67 eV, 235 eV (which had the maximum values for both153

the bounced average and local Dαα’s), and 660 eV respectively. The X-axis has a min-154

imum value of approximately one over the length of time the chorus wave was observed.155

The pitch angle distributions for these energy channels are plotted in panels c, e, g, and156

i. The narrowing of the trapped population is observed and is consistent with the ex-157

pected range of pitch angles affected by the observed chorus wave.158
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In Figure 2, we have plotted the normalised pitch angle distribution during three159

periods around the event. Panel a-d correspond to the energies plotted in Figure 1. The160

dashed lines in each of the panels represent the bounce averaged diffusion coefficients from161

the observed upper band chorus from Figure 1 for reference. The dark blue lines in each162

panel show the mean normalised pitch angle distribution before the compression event.163

As expected, the distributions are very isotropic. The green lines are the normalised pitch164

angle distributions during the period from the start of the compression until the start165

of the wave. Here we can see a small peak around 90◦ for all energies. This is consistent166

with the compression causing the particles’ pitch angles to move closer to 90 degrees. The167

red lines show the mean pitch angle distribution during the period where the chorus wave168

is observed. The pitch angle distributions have become more peaked. They also show169

an energy dependence with the higher energy electron populations becoming more steeply170

peaked. The pitch angles within the 105 and 660 eV channels affected by the chorus wave171

appear to be more efficiently cleared out than those in the ∼ 66 eV channel, as shown172

in both Figures 1 and 2. This is likely because the bounced-averaged diffusion in both173

of these higher energy bins exceeds the local strong diffusion limit of ∼ 10−4 while the174

bounce averaged diffusion for the 66 eV channel is below this limit (e.g., Shultz & Lanze-175

rotti, 1974; Halford, 2012; Ni et al., 2008).176

With this event, we can directly compare the different effects that the shock-induced177

electric field impulse and the chorus waves will have on the 10s to 100s eV particles. The178

electric field impulse will affect (and ultimately cause loss of) particles independent of179

energy and species. Specifically, particles of any energy or species within 0.5◦ of the loss180

cone are expected to be lost to the atmosphere. The adiabatic transport will move par-181

ticles towards 90 degrees, but as shown in more detail in Halford et al. (2015) the ex-182

pected change in a given pitch angle is less than 2◦, and consequently not able to account183

for the dramatic narrowing of the distribution at the higher energies, e.g., 660 eV in panel184

i of Figure 1 (see also Rae et al., 2018). The chorus waves, on the other hand, will be185

selective in the energies and pitch angles of electrons they scatter.186

4 Discussion187

Electron precipitation at these low energies has been shown through both statis-188

tical studies and modelling to be effective for ion upflow. While secondary electron pro-189

duction will further enhance these low-energy electron populations (Khazanov et al., 2017),190

this study indicates that chorus waves lead to precipitation of soft electrons with a hard191

lower energy cutoff within or near the energy range of interest of upwelling and outflow,192

with the cutoff for this event at ∼ 26 eV. To our knowledge, this is the first observation193

of both the chorus waves and evidence of their minimum resonant energy cut off from194

in situ observations at the same satellite and at the same time. In this paper, we do not195

show the impact of the sharp low energy cut off for the precipitating energy spectrum,196

but we suggest that the effects of this cutoff should be considered for periods when cho-197

rus waves are long-lasting and may influence magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. This198

observation demonstrates the role of chorus waves in determining the precipitating en-199

ergy spectra for the population of electrons, which contribute to ionospheric upwelling,200

or upflow, and preconditioning for ion outflow, as well as a successful prediction of the201

cutoff from theoretical predictions from equation 1.202
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Figure 1. Panel a) Observations of the Chorus wave observed at Van Allen Probe B after the

shock arrival on 9 January 2014. The yellow vertical line is when the iCME first encountered the

magnetosphere and the white vertical line is when the chorus wave turned on. The horizontal

dotted lines are the electron cyclotron frequency and 1/2 the electron cyclotron frequency. Pan-

els b, d, f, h: The local (solid line) and the bounce averaged (dashed line) pitch angle diffusion

coefficients for the Chorus wave observed for energies of approximately 33 eV, 67 eV, 235 eV,

and 660 eV respectively. The x-axis corresponds to diffusion timescales less than the length of

the event. Panels c, e, g, and i) The flux normalised to the peak rate in the plotted time range

for the corresponding energies observed by HOPE. The horizontal yellow dotted line is at a pitch

angle of 90 deg to help aid the eye.
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Figure 2. The averaged normalised pitch angle distribution for approximately 33, 66, 235,

and 661 eV electrons (panels a - d) before the compression (dark blue lines), from the start of the

compression till the start of the wave (green lines), and during the wave (red lines). Dashed lines

show the bounce-averaged diffusion coefficients for the relevant energies.
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